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Cells transform external stimuli, through the activation of signaling pathways, which in turn activate
gene regulatory networks, in gene expression. As more omics data are generated from experiments,
eliciting the integrated relationship between the external stimuli, the signaling process in the cell and the
subsequent gene expression is a major challenge in systems biology. The complex system of non-linear
dynamic protein interactions in signaling pathways and gene networks regulates gene expression.
The complexity and non-linear aspects have resulted in the study of the signaling pathway or the gene
network regulation in isolation. However, this limits the analysis of the interaction between the two
components and the identiﬁcation of the source of the mechanism differentiating the gene expression
proﬁles. Here, we present a study of a model of the combined signaling pathway and gene network to
highlight the importance of integrated modeling.
Based on the experimental ﬁndings we developed a compartmental model and conducted several
simulation experiments. The model simulates the mRNA expression of three different cytokines (RANTES,
IL8 and TNFa) regulated by the transcription factor NFkB in mammary epithelial cells challenged with E.
coli. The analysis of the gene network regulation identiﬁes a lack of robustness and therefore sensitivity
for the transcription factor regulation. However, analysis of the integrated signaling and gene network
regulation model reveals distinctly different underlying mechanisms in the signaling pathway
responsible for the variation between the three cytokine's mRNA expression levels. Our key ﬁndings
reveal the importance of integrating the signaling pathway and gene expression dynamics in modeling.
Modeling infers valid research questions which need to be veriﬁed experimentally and can assist in the
design of future biological experiments.
ã 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ireland Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NCND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).
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1. Introduction
Gene expression is the result of the perturbation of a
hierarchically organized and tightly controlled network of
interacting elements in signaling pathways and gene regulation
networks in the cell. These large number of interacting biochemical reactions show the emergent properties such as homeostasis
and robustness with respect to perturbations (Ling et al., 2013). As
more interactions between these signaling elements are identiﬁed,
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it becomes clear that signaling does not necessarily occur through
parallel, linearly independent processes (Hornberg et al., 2006).
Interactions can occur at many hierarchical levels and signaling
proteins can inﬂuence gene network regulation, which leads to
complex behavior (Bhalla and Iyengar, 1999). To understand these
properties we need to study the system rather than the individual
components using computational, mathematical techniques and
biological knowledge, a systems biology approach (Suresh Babu
et al., 2006). Ordinary differential equations (ODEs) are the
preferred technique for modeling the dynamics of quantitative and
qualitative aspects of signaling pathways and gene network
regulation over time (de Jong and Ropers, 2006).
External stimuli to cells activate signal transduction pathways
to initiate transcription-factor (TF) driven gene expression in gene
regulatory networks. Transcription factors are often pleiotropic
and involved in gene expression proﬁles of multiple genes and
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therefore multiple biological processes and phenotypes. Due to
complexities involved in intertwined signaling processes, the
mathematical studies of signaling pathways (e.g., Chen et al., 2009;
Goldstein et al., 2004; Suresh Babu et al., 2006; Vera et al., 2008;
Vera et al., 2007; Wolkenhauer et al., 2005) and gene regulatory
pathways (e.g., Schlitt et al., 2007; Xie et al., 2007) are conducted
separately even though these pathways often have interdependent
interactions that signiﬁcantly affect the inter- and intra-cellular
functionalities. In several cases the gene expression is inﬂuenced
by the dynamics of the translocation of the transcription factor to
the nucleus (Hoffmann et al., 2002; Sillitoe et al., 2007). Altering
the dynamics of the signaling pathway inﬂuences the gene
network regulation and therefore the gene expression proﬁle
which result in altered protein production and phenotype.
Therefore, understanding the interaction between the signaling
and gene network regulation will improve our understanding of
the gene expression proﬁles and the underlying dynamics.
Here, we integrate the modeling and analysis of the signaling
pathway and gene regulatory network. We show that the origins of
underlying dynamics differentiating the cytokine’s gene expression following a perturbation can be found in the signaling
pathway but not in the gene regulatory network. To this end, we
use cytokine mRNA expression proﬁles in bovine mammary
epithelial cells. Mammary epithelial cells invoke the immune
response in mastitis. Mastitis is the result of an inﬂammatory event
in the mammary gland usually caused by a variety of bacteria.
Bovine mastitis is one of the major diseases in the dairy industry
worldwide and causes distress for the animal (De Ketelaere et al.,
2006). The economic impact leads to a worldwide cost of US
$25 billion per annum (Pareek et al., 2005). In humans, mastitis is
associated with the increased transmission of bacterial infections
(Wang et al., 2007) and human immunodeﬁciency virus (HIV)
passing from mother to child (John et al., 2001).
1.1. Cytokine mRNA expressions in mammary epithelial cells
Gene expression studies of mammary epithelial cells identiﬁed
pro-inﬂammatory cytokines such as RANTES, IL8 and TNFa,
expressed at a higher level in mammary epithelial cells challenged
by Escherichia coli (Griesbeck-Zilch et al., 2008; Lahouassa et al.,
2007; Lutzow et al., 2008; Pareek et al., 2005; Tao et al., 2007).
Previously, variations in mRNA expressions of the cytokines, such
as RANTES, IL8 and TNFa in mastitis have been reported (De
Schepper et al., 2008; Griesbeck-Zilch et al., 2009; Rainard et al.,
2006). The precise regulation of cytokine expression is essential for
the regulation of the response to the infection. It is not completely
understood how the cytokine expression is regulated.
1.2. Toll like receptor signaling
In mammary epithelial cells challenged with E. coli the toll like
signaling activates the translocation of NFkB to the nucleus, which
in turn initiates cytokine expression (Bannerman et al., 2004).
Brieﬂy, on the membrane of the epithelial cells, toll like receptors
(TLR) recognizes the E. coli bacteria because of the molecular
pattern, the endotoxin lipopolysaccharide (LPS) on the bacterial
wall (Kawai and Akira, 2006) (Fig. 1).
TLRs are the primary line of defense against invading pathogens
(Doyle and O’Neill, 2006) initiating the toll like receptor signaling
(Petzl et al., 2008). Experimental studies by Werner et al. showed
that E. coli bacteria, which engages TLR4, elicit a small increase in
IKK activity in the ﬁrst 30 min, followed by a larger increase
between 45 and 90 min, attenuating in the late phase (Werner
et al., 2005). This allows for stimulus speciﬁc signal processing of
NFkB regulated genes such as the cytokines studied in this paper
(Hoffmann et al., 2006; Werner et al., 2005). The TLR signaling
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Fig. 1. Conceptual model of TLR–IKK–NFkB signaling. The TLR receptor on the cell
membrane recognizes the bacterial challenge. The signaling pathway activates the
kinase IKK which breaks the IkB–NFkB dimer. As a result, the transcription factor
NFkB translocates to the nucleus initiating gene expression. Among the genes
expressed are the IkB isoforms (IkBa, IkBb, IkBe) which bind with NFkB in the
cytoplasm to prevent translocation of NFkB to the nucleus. This process creates a
negative feedback loop for the translocation of NFkB to the nucleus. For clarity, only
IkB is shown in the picture representing three isoforms. In the model all three
isoforms IkBa, IkBb and IkBe are included as individual reactions. In addition the
cytokines initiated by the transcription factor NFkB studied in this work, RANTES,IL8
and TNFa, are shown.

pathway therefore triggers gene expression initiating inﬂammatory and immune responses in the ﬁght against E. coli infection
(Akira et al., 2006) by activating the translocation of nuclear factorkappa-B (NFkB) transcription factor to the nucleus (Strandberg
et al., 2005) (Fig. 1). NFkB is a principal transcription factor in
mammalian signaling (Cheong et al., 2008) and has been
recognized as the ‘master switch’ in regulating the expression of
various cytokines (Hayden et al., 2006). NFkB translocation does
not require protein synthesis for its activation, allowing for fast
reaction, within minutes, to inﬂammation (Hoffmann and
Baltimore, 2006). The pattern and the timing of the translocation
of NFkB to the nucleus lead to speciﬁc transcriptional outputs in
NFkB regulated genes (Sillitoe et al., 2007).
1.3. NFkB signaling
In the cytoplasm NFkB is inactive as an IkB–NFkB heterodimer
(Fig. 1). NFkB activity is largely controlled by three IkB isoforms,
IkBa, IkBb and IkBe, which bind to NFkB in the cytoplasm
preventing transport of NFkB to the nucleus (Hoffmann et al.,
2002). TLRs send signals to IkB kinase (IKK) and IKK phosphorylates IkB, which results in degradation of the IkB-NFkB
heterodimer and free NFkB. NFkB can then translocate to the
nucleus and bind to DNA to function as a transcription factor for a
large number of genes. In addition, NFkB initiates IkBa transcription, which therefore acts as a strong negative feedback loop in
NFkB activity (Fig. 1). Negative feedback loops can provide
stability, linearity, and inﬂuence the frequency response or change
the response into step response simulating an on/off switch
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(Brandman and Meyer, 2008). IkBe is also induced by NFkB, with a
delay relative to IkBa. The two feedback loops are in anti-phase
and the role of IkBe is to dampen IkBa mediated oscillations
during long lasting NFkB activity (Kearns and Hoffmann, 2008).
Stability of the NFkB response is essential for the regulation of
gene expression. Several diseases, including diabetics (Bragt et al.,
2009) cancer and chronic inﬂammation (Fraser, 2008) have been
related to the impairment of the NFkB regulation. In addition,
immune responses such as inﬂammation, cell proliferation,
apoptosis (Viatour et al., 2005) and milk protein levels (Connelly
et al., 2010) are regulated by NFkB. NFkB levels as result of chronic
mastitis were raised in milk (Boulanger et al., 2003). Targeted
inhibition of NFkB signaling reduced milk loss and apoptotic
signaling, which are of great concern during mastitis (Connelly
et al., 2010). However, lack of regulation of the NFkB response can
lead to severe diseases such as sepsis (Liew et al., 2005). Therefore,
intricate knowledge of the NFkB regulation and the effect on the
cytokine gene expression is of importance for the treatment and
understanding of mastitis.
1.4. Mathematical models
Several models using ODEs to simulate the TLR–IKK–NFkB
signaling have been published (Covert et al., 2005; Hoffmann et al.,
2002; Kearns et al., 2006; Lipniacki et al., 2004; Werner et al.,
2005). These models have played a critical role in understanding
the innate immune response aspects in TLR–IKK–NFkB signaling
(Hoffmann and Baltimore, 2006) because the dynamics of
biological networks are often difﬁcult to identify with in vivo or
in vitro experiments (Thakar et al., 2007). For example, some
signaling pathways encode information not just as protein
concentrations or location, but via temporal changes in the
dynamics of those concentrations (Kell, 2005; Nelson et al., 2004).
In these cases, an in silico model can provide additional insights in
to the dynamics of the network.
Sensitivity analysis can be used to analyze the role of signaling
proteins, identify potential drug targets and plan future experiments. For instance, the in silico simulation of NFkB pathway
dynamics as a result of inhibitor drugs indicated the potential for
inhibition of upstream events with low drug concentrations (Sung
et al., 2004). Total inhibition of proteins can be modeled with
knockout simulations. Biological experiments cannot always
simulate knockout due to lethality, cost and ethical considerations.
In silico knock out simulations are therefore a good alternative to
investigate the inﬂuence of speciﬁc model components.
Robustness analysis can simulate the effect of the change in
bacterial load, e.g., as a result of milking, over time and investigate
the effect on the cytokine expression levels. While mathematical
models are informative, model development can be time
consuming and costly. One way to reduce time and experimental
cost is to use a modular approach, extending an existing model.
Werner et al. combined the knowledge of the TLR–IKK–NFkB
signaling models by Hoffmann et al. (2002) and Kearns et al. (2006)
and demonstrated that experimental IKK activity proﬁles of E. coli
infection can be used to explain the effect of the feedback
regulation of the two out of phase feedback loops established by
the three IkB isoforms on the NFkB activity with an in silico
model (Werner et al., 2005). The patterns and timing of the
translocation of NFkB lead to different transcriptional outputs in
NFkB regulated genes (Sillitoe et al., 2007) and different subsets
of NFkB target genes are activated by the changes in the timedependent kinetic proﬁles of NFkB signaling (Vanden Berghe
et al., 2006). However, this model does not investigate the
relationships between the mechanisms in the signaling pathway
and the NFkB dynamics which result in the gene expression
regulated by NFkB.
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2. Objectives
The goal of this research is to demonstrate the necessity for
integrated modeling of signaling and gene network regulation
when studying cellular behaviors. We examine this paradigm with
the analysis of an integrated model for the signaling pathway and
gene regulatory network of mammary epithelial cells challenged
by E. coli. To this end, we add a model of the gene network
regulation of cytokine mRNA expression in mammary epithelial
cells to the well-studied TLR–IKK–NFkB signaling pathway model
developed by Werner et al. (2005). The developed model facilitates
the investigation of the relationship between the signaling
pathway variation and gene expression.
First, we discuss the model for the TLR–IKK–NFkB signaling
pathway and incorporation of new ODEs accounting for the gene
regulatory network for cytokine mRNA expression to form the
integrated model, followed by the description of parameter
estimation. Secondly, we perform sensitivity analysis and in silico
knockout simulations to identify the mechanisms inﬂuencing the
gene expression Thirdly, we investigate the robustness of the gene
network regulation, especially the inﬂuence of the variation of the
transcription factor NFkB time proﬁles on the cytokine expression.
3. Model development and analysis
The need for an integrated model presented in this study is
shown with the analyses of an integrated signaling and gene
network regulation model of cytokine expression in primary
bovine mammary epithelial cells challenged with LPS. The results
are organized as follows: we develop the integrated model, and
with the integrated model we perform sensitivity analysis and
analyze in silico knockout models to show some of the mechanisms
underlying the gene expression and the effect of possible drug
targets. We then use robustness analysis to look at the effect of the
perturbation of the model input, simulating a variation in bacterial
load, on the cytokine expression.
3.1. Integrating the signaling pathway and gene regulation network
Based on the conceptual model as shown in Fig. 1, we developed
the model for the TLR–IKK–NFkB signaling pathway and gene
regulation network for cytokine expression. The activation of the
TLR–IKK–NFkB signaling and the translocation of NFkB from the
cytoplasm to the nucleus was modeled with 24 differential
equations by Werner et al. (2005). The translocation of NFkB is the
output of the signaling pathway and the input, the transcription
factor, for the gene regulation network. In order to develop the
combined model we extended the model with the gene regulation
network. The gene network regulation is modeled with ODEs
representing the mRNA expressions of RANTES, IL8 and TNFa as a
result of the translocation of the transcription factor NFkB into the
nucleus.
The reactions in the model are formulated as uni-, bi- and trimolecular processes according to the law of mass action. The
model is divided in two compartments, cytoplasm and nucleus.
Compartmentalization is achieved by representing a single protein
as multiple species, one for each compartment. Protein transport is
modeled as the movement of species between the compartments
with ﬁrst order kinetics making the process computationally
tractable. The model input is represented with a piecewise linear
function representing IKK stimulation (Fig. S3 in the Supplement)
(Werner et al., 2005).
The concentration of cytokine mRNA can be described by the
difference between the mRNA synthesis (rsr_x) and degradation
(d_n_x) (Eqs. (1)–(6)).
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dn r

RANTESt! sink

rsr 8 m

3NFkBn ! IL8t þ 3NFkBN

dn 8

IL8t ! sink

(2)

TNF at ! sink

Units

Description

0.00039365
5.28555

min1
mM2 min1

Degradation RANTES
NFkB induced RANTES

d_n_8
rsr_8n
d_n_TNFa
rsr_TNFan

0.00175918
5.28555
0.020602
1.67

min1
mM2 min1
min1
mM2 min1

mRNA synthesis
Degradation IL8
NFkB induced IL8 mRNA synthesis
Degradation TNFa
NFkB induced TNFa
mRNA synthesis

(5)

(6)

rsr_ xn = NFkB induced mRNA synthesis rate.d_n_x = mRNA degradation rate.h_an_x = coefﬁcient to represent transcriptional nonlinearity, such as cooperative binding and multiple transcription
factors (with x replaced by r (RANTES), 8 (IL8) or TNFa (TNFa) and n at
the end of the species for nuclear NFkB (NFkBn), and t for mRNA, IL8
mRNA (IL8t), RANTES mRNA (RANTESt), TNFa mRNA (TNFat)).
In the model, we assume mRNA expression to be initiated by the
transcription factor NFkB. It is known that multiple transcription
factors are involved in the expression of the cytokines, but
experimental data describing the multiple transcription factors are
currently not available. We have modeled the action of the
multiple transcription factors by modeling NFkB transcription
factor for the initiation of the transcription of the cytokines with a
coefﬁcient of 3 to represent the other transcription factors involved
similar to the signaling pathway model (Werner et al., 2005). In
this model the function is modeled without the representation of
saturation and can increase exponentially if no upper bound is
deﬁned. However the total concentration of NFkB is kept constant
since no new NFkB is generated and the exponential increase of
NFkB is therefore prevented (Werner et al., 2005).
The three differential equations (Eqs. (7)–(9)) representing
RANTES, IL8 and TNFa mRNA expression are added to complete the
integrated model.
d½RANTESt
¼ þrsrrn  ½NFkBNhan r  rdr  ½RANTESt
dt

(7)

d½IL8t
¼ rsr 8 n  ½NFkBNhan 8  rd8  ½IL8t
dt

(8)

d½TNF at
¼ þrsr TNF an  ½NFkBnhan TNF a  rdTNF a  ½TNF at
dt

(9)

Section S1 for a detailed description of the experiment). The
input function is a piecewise linear function of IKK
(Fig. S3 Supplement) representing the LPS challenge to the cells
(Werner et al., 2005). There were no experimental data points at
the time of the peak for the mRNA of TNFa or IkBa (Fig. 2C and D),
however, the model results were in line with experimental results
previously described in the literature (Werner et al., 2005).
The parameter estimation is based on the experimental values
of cells from cow 1. The general behavior of the mRNA expression
is reproduced for the values of cow 2. The third data set (cow 3)
indicates a lower expression level for RANTES and IL8 than
predicted by the model. Individual differences between cows can
result in individual differences of cytokine expression levels and,
as a result, mastitis resistance. Genetically determined differential
expression levels of RANTES mRNA to pathogens between mastitis
resistant and non resistant cows have been indicated earlier
(Griesbeck-Zilch et al., 2009). The RANTES expression level
difference between cows has been indicated as a selection option
for mastitis resistant animals. However, the trend of the
expression levels is the same and therefore the model can supply
qualitative information on the underlying kinetics of the mRNA
expression levels.

[(Fig._2)TD$IG]
A
RANTESt (muM)

dn TNF a

Value

d_n_r
rsr_rn

(3)

(4)

TNF at þ 3NFkBn

Parameter

3.2. Gene network regulation parameter estimation
In Fig. 2, the model simulation with the estimated parameters
are shown with the three experimental values (cells challenged
with LPS from cow 1, cow 2, and cow 3, see Supplement

0.04

0.02

0

No residual transcription is modeled since RANTES, IL8 and TNFa
induction is dependent on the immune response. Parameters are
estimated (Table 1) with the experimental data described in more
detail in the Supplement Section S1.
The model allows us then to explore the inﬂuence of the
dynamics of TLR–IKK–NFkB signaling and NFkB gene network
regulation on the mRNA expression levels of the cytokines.

B

0.04

0

200
−3

TNFat (muM)

rsr TNF an

3NFkBN !

Table 1
Parameter values ﬁtted in this study for the ordinary differential equations of
cytokine mRNA expression.

(1)

IL8t (muM)

rSrrm

3NFkBn ! RANTESt þ 3NFkBN

6

x 10

0

0

200
D

0.04

2

0

0.02

C

4

0

400

IkBat (muM)

30

200
time (min)

400

0.02

0

0

200
time (min)

400
model
cow 1
cow 2
cow 3

400

Fig. 2. Simulation of the model and experimental values. The outcome of the model
predictions and the experimental values are shown for the samples of bovine
epithelial cells from three cows (+, D, &). Estimation was performed with data from
cow 1; the model was simulated for 360 min and the model predictions
qualitatively compared with experimental data from cow 2 (D) and 3 (&). Solid
lines represent the model outputs and (+) represent cow 1. The peaks were
conﬁrmed with experimental values in the literature.
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−5

8

x 10

RANTESt
IL8t
TNFat

3.5

5

2.5

sij

3

4

2

3

1.5

2

1

1

0.5

mRNA
degradation

x 10

RANTESt
IL8t

6

0

B

−6

4

7

sij

A

31

0

NFkB induced
synthesis

mRNA
degradation

NFkB induced
synthesis

Fig. 3. Time independent sensitivities of the model parameters. Time independent sensitivities of the model parameters for degradation and synthesis of the cytokine mRNA
expression levels with parameter increase or decrease of 40%. Model predictions with the estimated parameters were compared with model predictions of parameters
increased or decreased by 40% and time independent sensitivity calculated. (A) TNFa shows the highest sensitivity of the three cytokines. TNFa is more sensitive to changes in
parameters for degradation than NFkB induced synthesis. (B) The expression of IL8 shows a higher sensitivity to degradation than to NFkB induced synthesis of mRNA, while
in RANTES changes in either parameter have a similar inﬂuence on the expression levels.

degradation
A (d_n_r)
0.2
0
−0.2

0
−0.5
−1

0

200

synthesis
B (rsr_rn)

400

2
1
0

0

C (d_n_8)

TNFat
(sensitivity)

3.3.2. Sensitivity analysis for gene network regulation parameters
Time independent sensitivity (Section 4.3.2, Eq. (12)) for
degradation parameters is higher than sensitivity for changes in
NFkB transcription factor induced synthesis for each cytokine
(Fig. 3).
Time dependent sensitivity (Section 4.3.1, Eq. (11)), the study of
the effect of sensitivity over the simulation time, on the variation in
the mRNA concentration indicates the largest variation in TNFa
mRNA degradation parameter (Fig. 4).
A plot of the change in concentration over 360 min of
simulation time for the changes of the synthesis and degradation

[(Fig._4)TD$IG]
RANTESt
(sensitivity)

3.3.1. Sensitivity for initial species values
Sensitivities are calculated using time independent sensitivity
as described in Section 4.3.2 (Eq. (12)). Initial species values and
parameters that inﬂuenced the mRNA concentration over the
360 min simulation of the integrated model are ranked to identify
the highest sensitivity (Supplement Table S1). The cytokines
RANTES, IL8, TNFa are predominantly sensitive to the changes in
the initial species values of IkBaIKKNFkB. The sensitivity for TNFa
increases towards the end of the simulation period (Supplement
Fig. S4). Nuclear and cytoplasmic NFkB are also sensitive for initial
species values of IkBaIKKNFkB. However, while RANTES and IL8
have similar top 4 rankings to nuclear NFkB (NFkBn), TNFa follows
cytoplasmic NFkB indicating a difference between the three
cytokines and the need for the inclusion of the signaling pathway
to elicit cytokine speciﬁc sensitivities.

IL8t
(sensitivity)

3.3. Sensitivity analysis

0

200

E

400

2
1
0

0

200

400
−40 +40

F (rsr_TNFan)

(d_n_TNFa)

200
time (min)

400

D (rsr_8n)

0
−2
−4
0

200

400

2
1
0

0

200
time (min)

400

Fig. 4. Time dependent sensitivities of model parameters for degradation and
synthesis of mRNA cytokine expression levels. Time dependent parameter
sensitivities for degradation (d_n) (A, C, and E) and synthesis (rsr_) (B, D, and F)
of mRNA cytokine expression levels were calculated for parameter changes from
40% to +40% and the gradual change over the range is shown in the shaded areas.
Sensitivity as result of changes in degradation parameters increases over model
simulation time (A, C, and E), while sensitivity as result of change in synthesis
parameters stays constant (B, D, and F). TNFa shows the largest variation in model
sensitivity for the degradation parameter changes and the highest sensitivity values
for the model (E).

A

(d_n_r)

0.04
0.02
0

0

200

C

(d_n_8)

0.04
0.02
0

0

E

(d_n_TNFa)

0.01
0.005
0

0

B

200
time (min)

degradation parameters for each cytokine over time, however,
parameter changes do not change the trend.

(rsr_rn)

0.04
0.02
0

0

200

D

(rsr_8n)

0.04
0.02
0

200
TNFat ( muM)

TNFat ( muM)

IL8t (muM) RANTESt (muM)
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IL8t (muM) RANTESt (muM)
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0

200

F

(rsr_TNFan)
−40 +40
model

0.01
0.005
0

0

200
time (min)

Fig. 5. Predicted expression levels for cytokine mRNA expression levels. Parameters
for degradation (A, C, and E) and synthesis (B, D, and F) were changed from 40% to
+40%. The gradual change over the range is shown in the shaded areas.

parameters clearly shows a changing inﬂuence over time on the
cytokine mRNA concentration levels as a result of the parameter
changes (Fig. 5).
RANTES degradation parameters have a small inﬂuence over this
range on the concentration. The inﬂuence increases toward
360 min simulation predictions, while synthesis rates have larger
but stable inﬂuence from 100 min onward (Fig. 5A and B). For the
IL8 mRNA cytokine, the changes in degradation rate increase their
inﬂuence toward 360 min, while the changes in synthesis
parameter show a stable inﬂuence from 100 min onward
(Fig. 5C and D). TNFa synthesis and degradation parameters have
a large inﬂuence at 90 min while the parameter changes have less
inﬂuence on the changes in concentration levels at 360 min (Fig. 5E
and F). This indicates a difference in sensitivity for synthesis and

[(Fig._6)TD$IG]

3.3.3. Time independent sensitivity in signaling pathway
Time independent sensitivity analysis (Section 4.3.2) is used to
rank the cytokine sensitivity for the large number of parameters in
the signaling pathway (Fig. 6, Supplement Table S2).
The three most sensitive parameters identiﬁed in the time
independent sensitivity analysis (Section 4.3.2, Eq. (12)) that
inﬂuence the total mRNA concentration are analyzed in depth with
time dependent sensitivity analysis.
Protein synthesis of IkBa (rd_a), protein degradation of IkBa
(pd_c_3ain) inﬂuencing NFkB and IKK concentration and IkBa
mRNA degradation and synthesis are the major sensitivities in the
model for IL8 and TNFa mRNA expression (Supplement Table S2).
TNFa shows the highest sensitivity to the parameter for protein
degradation of IkBaIKKNFkB (pd_c_3ain). TNFa also showed a high
sensitivity for the initial value of this complex. Earlier sensitivity
studies of NFkB signaling as a result of TNFa challenge have
identiﬁed parameters inﬂuencing these proteins most sensitive in
the NFkB signaling process (Ihekwaba et al., 2007; Yue et al., 2008).
However, RANTES mRNA expression shows the largest sensitivity to
NFkB import (in_n) into the nucleus followed by protein
degradation of IkBa in the cytoplasm and transport of IkBa into
the nucleus. RANTES is a late gene that is activated only after
prolonged exposure to NFkB in TNFa challenges (Ting et al., 2002).
Therefore, ﬁnding the sensitivity to the parameter inﬂuencing
nuclear NFkB import for mRNA expression of RANTES is in line with
prior biological knowledge.
3.3.4. Time dependent sensitivity in signaling pathway
When the sensitivity (Section 4.3.1, Eq. (11)) of the identiﬁed
parameters over time is plotted for the three species with the
different parameters, a distinct difference for the time of the
highest sensitivity between the cytokines TNFa, RANTES and IL8
mRNA is noticed (Fig. 7).
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Fig. 6. Time independent sensitivities of the NFkB signaling parameters to the mRNA expression levels. Time independent sensitivities for the 40% variation in the top
20 parameters with the highest inﬂuence on the RANTES, IL8 and TNFa mRNA expression levels.
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Fig. 7. Time dependent sensitivities over 360 min of simulation. The mRNA
expression level variations for RANTES, IL8 and TNFa for the parameters with the
highest time independent sensitivity for each cytokine are shown. RANTES
expression shows sensitivity for the transport of NFkB into the nucleus (in_n).
IL8 is sensitive to the mRNA degradation of IkBa (rd_a), speciﬁcally after 180 min
and TNFa is sensitive to IKK mediated protein degradation (pd_c_3ain) in the initial
phase of the model. In addition TNFa showed high sensitivity to the initial value of
this protein.

RANTES is sensitive for the parameter change of parameter
representing the transport of NFkB to the nucleus during the entire
simulation time (Fig. 7A). This indicates sensitivity to parameter
changes inﬂuencing exposure of NFkB over the entire simulation.
IL8 showed a change in sensitivity from 180 min onward (Fig. 7B)
while TNFa showed sensitivity early in the simulation (Fig. 7C). It is
clear that each cytokine expression levels is sensitive for changes in
different components of the signaling pathway, something that
would not have been possible with the study of the gene network
in isolation. Neither would the parameter sensitivity in the
signaling pathway of NFkB been able to identify the mechanism
for the sensitivity in the cytokine expressions. This will become
clearer with the study of parameter sensitivity of NFkB and the lack
of the relationship between the ratio of nuclear and cytoplasmic
NFkB and the cytokine expression level.
3.3.5. Comparison of signaling pathway parameter sensitivity for
cytokines and nuclear and cytoplasmic NFkB
We compared the results of the time independent sensitivity
ranking for the three cytokines with the time independent
sensitivity ranking for nuclear and cytoplasmic NFkB (Supplement
Table S2). The top three time independent sensitivity parameter
rankings for nuclear NFkB is the same as the ranking for IL8 mRNA.
Cytoplasmic NFkB is similar to TNFa mRNA and the raking for
RANTES mRNA differs from both cytoplasmic and nuclear NFkB.
While IL8 and nuclear NFkB are sensitive to IkBa mRNA
degradation rate changes, TNFa and cytoplasmic NFkB are
sensitive to protein degradation of IKKNFkBIkBa, releasing IkBa.
Although the proteins located in the gene network and signaling
pathway respectively, the sensitivity indicates a high sensitivity for
the role of the negative feedback loop IkBa provides for these
proteins. However, RANTES showed sensitivity for the import of
NFkB into the nucleus. Interaction between IkBa and IkBe has
been indicated to be responsible for the translocation of NFkB from
the cytoplasm to the nucleus. Between the three cytokines RANTES
shows the highest ranking of parameters related to IkBe
(Supplement Table S2, RANTES 8th highest, with IL8 17th and
TNFa 13th). Indicating that RANTES is more sensitive to the
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inﬂuence of the interaction between IkBa and IkBe and the
inﬂuence of IkBe on the regulation of the negative feedback loop.
There is therefore a distinct difference in the underlying
mechanistic, originating in the signaling pathway, responsible
for the variation in expression levels between the three cytokines.
This cannot be explained by the nuclear or cytoplasmic NFkB
sensitivity.
While one of the cytokines shows sensitivity similar to the
nuclear NFkB and another to the cytoplasmic NFkB would it be
possible to use the ratio of nuclear and cytoplasmic NFkB to
identify the cytokine expression variation? The change in the ratio
of NFkB in the cytoplasm and nucleus (NFkB:NFkBn) was plotted
over time for the range of 40% to +40% changes of the sensitive
parameters identiﬁed above (Fig. 8).
RANTES shows sensitivity to change in translocation of NFkB
from cytoplasm to the nucleus (in_n) over the 360 min (Fig. 8A). A
variation in the NFkB:NFkBn ratio can also be seen with the
changes of the parameter values for the translocation of NFkB to
the nucleus (Fig. 8A) and the change in the concentration (Fig. 9A).
In the ﬁrst 50 min, the ratio varies with varying parameter values
(Fig. 8A) and the sensitivity is high while there is no change in
concentration (Fig. 9A).
Sensitivity then drops, however, the variation in sensitivity is
the same while the variation in the ratio increases and then
becomes stable and the variation in the concentration increases
after 100 min and is stable for the remaining simulation period.
However, there is no clear trend between the ratio and
concentration of RANTES mRNA or the parameter sensitivity.
IL8 shows sensitivity to the change in ratio after 120 min as a
result of change in the parameter for RNA degradation of IkBa
(rd_a) (Fig. 8B). During this period, the ratio of NFkB between
cytoplasm and nucleus changes signiﬁcant but is stable while the
sensitivity of IL8 increases and therefore unlikely to be related.
TNFa mRNA expression is most sensitive in the early stages of
the model simulation where there is a sharp decline in the NFkB

NFkB:NFkBn

B (rd_a)
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Fig. 8. Variation in NFkB cytoplasm:nucleus ratio for the highest ranked
parameters. (A) NFkB ratio changes as result of parameter changes in transport
of NFkB from the cytoplasm to the nucleus (in_n) are consistent over the simulation
time, which is similar to the changes in the RANTES mRNA concentration. (B) The
NFkB ratio shows a change from 120 min onward, while after 180 min IL8 mRNA
shows a change in concentration with variation in mRNA degradation (rd_a) of
IkBa. (C) A relatively small change in the ratio is shown for parameter changes in
IKK mediated protein degradation of IkBa (pd_c_3ain) indicated as the parameter
with the highest rank in sensitivity analysis for TNFa mRNA concentration.
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3.4. In silico knockout experiments
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Fig. 9. mRNA concentration over 360 min of simulation with parameter changes
(40 to +40). The variation of the simulation over time for RANTES, IL8 and TNFa for
the parameters with the highest time independent sensitivity for each cytokine are
shown. RANTES shows sensitivity for the transport of NFkB into the nucleus (in_n).
IL8 is sensitive to the mRNA degradation of IkBa (rd_a), speciﬁcally after 180 min
and TNFa is sensitive to IKK mediated protein degradation (pd_c_3ain) in the initial
phase of the model. In addition TNFa showed high sensitivity to the initial value of
this protein.

ratio between cytoplasm and nucleus (Fig. 8C). However, there is
no variation in the NFkB:NFkBn ratio as a result of the parameter
change and it is therefore unlikely to cause of the sensitivity.
It is therefore clear that neither the sensitivity of NFkB nor the
NFkB:NFkBn ratio can be used to explain the mechanism of the
regulation or predict the cytokine expression levels. This indicates
that the signaling pathway and the gene network need to be
studied together to elicit the effect of intervention on the variation
in cytokine mRNA expression. In addition, the effect of intervention, such as knocking out a signaling protein, need to be studied
for each cytokine and the change in expression of one cytokine
cannot be used to predict the others.

Some pharmaceutical products knock out the component in the
signaling pathway rather than changing the rate of production or
degradation. Prior in silico simulations of the integrated model can
reduce the number of biological targets to investigate because
biological networks often show a degree of redundancy. Several
examples exist where the manipulation of one enzyme does not
lead to the desired effect because of the redundancy in the system
(van Someren et al., 2002). Inhibition of IKKb was considered as a
likely anti-inﬂammatory therapy (Greten et al., 2007). However,
further studies revealed that IKKb inhibition increased LPS
susceptibility caused by IKKb/NFkB dependent signaling of the
negative feedback function of the NFkB induced cytokines (Park
et al., 2005).
Investigation of the model sensitivity revealed that the highest
ranked parameters inﬂuence the components NFkB and IkBa. To a
lesser extent, the model is sensitive to parameter changes
inﬂuencing the concentrations of IkBe and IkBb (Fig. 6). We thus
investigated the effect of knockouts on the cytokine expression
with in silico simulations in the integrated model.
3.4.1. NFkB knockout simulation
Blocking NFkB is often suggested as a treatment in infections
but has been shown to lead to sepsis (Liew et al., 2005). In silico
simulation of the knockout of NFkB reduced the concentration of
IkBa and IkBe (Fig. 10D and E), while it increased the concentration of IkBb (Fig. 10F).
Gene activation of IkBa and IkBe is NFkB dependent. RANTES,
IL8 and TNFa show an immediate and sustained sharp decrease to
0 over the simulation period with NFkB knockout (Fig. 10C–E),
which is to be expected.
Because we study the combined signaling and gene network
regulation we can investigate the effects of varying other signaling
proteins to vary, rather than block, NFkB level in the cytoplasm and
nucleus and investigate redundancy.
3.4.2. IkBa knockout simulation
In silico simulation of the protein IkBa or the IkBa mRNA
knockout models show a substantial increase of mRNA levels of
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Fig. 10. Simulations of the model with IkBa, IkBa mRNA, NFkB, IkBe, and the double knockout IkBa/IkBe. Knockout models were generated from the wild type model by
setting the initial value and the rate of expression to zero. (A and B) RANTES and IL8 expression levels for the knockout models showed attenuation of the IkBa/IkBe double
knockout and raised levels for IkBa knockouts, while NFkB knockouts reduced the levels. (C) TNFa expression is raised with IkBa/IkBe knockouts but returns to a stable level,
while IkBa knockouts are raised but return to wild type level at 360 min and NFkB knockouts reduces the expression levels. (D) IkBe levels are raised by IkBa and IkBat
knockouts but return to wild type level at 360 min of simulation. (F) IkBb levels were raised by the knockouts apart from the IkBe knockout. IkBe does not inﬂuence the level
of IkBb. Some knock outs IkBa, IkBa mRNA result in the same effect and do not show separately in the ﬁgures.
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Fig. 11. In silico knockout simulations and the effect on NFkB. (A) NFkB (B) Nuclear NFkB (C) NFkB ratio.

RANTES, IL8 and TNFa (Fig. 10A–C). The ratio of NFkB in the
cytoplasm and nucleus changes. The NFkB in the cytoplasm is
reduced as a result of the knockout of IkBa, while the nuclear NFkB
increases (Fig. 12D and E).
This is expected since IkBa acts as a negative feedback loop. In
the cytoplasm IkBa associates with NFkB preventing the
movement of NFkB from the cytoplasm to the nucleus. Reduction
of IkBa therefore increases the movement of NFkB to the nucleus
where cytokine expression is initiated (Fig. 1).
Both RANTES and IL8 show a prolonged increase in mRNA
expression levels while the cytokine TNFa increases with a higher
peak but reduces quickly to the wild type (WT) value when the
NFkB reduces (Fig. 12A–C). The model therefore indicates a
difference in kinetic response to the IkBa knockout between
RANTES, IL8 and TNFa mRNA. Due to the difference in magnitude in
the degradation parameters between RANTES and IL8 and TNFa this
can be expected and is similar to earlier ﬁndings in the sensitivity
analysis. The above sensitivity analysis (Section 3.3) identiﬁed
different sensitivities for parameter changes for the individual
cytokines. These parameters have different effects on the NFkB
levels at different times and a different effect on the individual
cytokines is to be expected. However, the mechanism is more
complex and not inﬂuenced by IkBa alone. In addition to change in
IkBa levels in the knockout simulation, the IKK concentration
increases (Fig. 12F).

Increased concentration of IKK results in greater degradation of
IkBa. The increased degradation then increases concentration of
NFkB in the cytoplasm free to trans-locate to the nucleus. Although
the reduction of NFkB in the nucleus shows a reduction of TNFa it
does not explain the expression levels of RANTES or IL8.
The ratio of NFkB between cytoplasm and nucleus is more
stable with the IkBa knockout explaining sustained gene
expression of RANTES and IL8 but not TNFa, neither does it explain
the difference in the return to the wild type for TNFa. Looking at the
NFkB ratio between cytoplasm and nucleus (Fig. 11C), the IkBa
knockout reduces the ratio, stabilizing after 70 min with increased
concentration of NFkB in the nucleus and reduced concentration of
NFkB in the cytoplasm. This conﬁrms that the ratio of NFkB
between cytoplasm and nucleus cannot be used to predict cytokine
levels and shows a level of redundancy in the model. However it
shows that the manipulation of components in the signaling
pathway, other than NFkB, can be used to manipulate distinctly
different outcomes for the individual cytokines.
3.4.3. Multiple knockout simulations
The parameter sensitivity analysis did not indicate high
sensitivity for the parameters inﬂuencing IkBe and IkBb, however,
knockout simulations show that the cytokine expression can be
manipulated through multiple knockouts attenuating the effect of
the IkBa knockout. In silico simulation of the IkBe and IkBb
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knockout models show almost no change of mRNA levels of
RANTES, IL8 and TNFa (Fig. 10A–C). The knockouts increase the
IkBa concentration raising the peak minimally, returning back to
the WT model values. NFkB in the cytoplasm and nucleus are
marginally affected by the knockouts.
Simulating a double knockout of IkBa and IkBb is not different
from an IkBa knockout. However, a double knockout of IkBa and
IkBe attenuate the increase of NFkB in the nucleus but only
marginally in the cytoplasm. The increase of NFkB in the nucleus
results in a sustained elevation of RANTES, IL8 and TNFa expression
(Fig. 10A–C). The cytokine TNFa stabilizes, while the IL8 and
RANTES sustain increase. The knockout of the two negative
feedback loops, IkBa and IkBe, lead to an increase in the
concentrations of nuclear NFkB that attenuate during the
simulation period (Fig. 11B). There is no difference between IkBa
knockout and IkBaIkBe knockout with respect to NFkB in the
cytoplasm, both reduce NFkB. The inhibitory role of IkBa and IkBe
in the form of negative feedback loops for the DNA-binding activity
of NFkB of the TLR activated IkBs as result of TNFa simulation has
been described earlier (Hoffmann et al., 2006). IkBa provides a
negative feedback loop and is responsible for the post inductional
down regulation of NFkB activation. The delayed IkBe function is in
an anti-phase to IkBa. It is proposed that the anti-phase regulation
of IkBe stabilizes the NFkB activity without reducing the ability to
terminate NFkB activation after the removal of the stimulus
(Hoffmann et al., 2006). The two kinases, IkBa and IkBe, work in
tandem to rapidly repress NFkB translocation after TNFa
stimulation. A similar effect as result of E. coli stimulation is seen
in this study. Pharmaceutical targets knocking out IkBa and IkBe
would therefore not achieve a reduction in cytokine levels but an
increase.
3.5. Robustness in cytokine expression levels
We conducted several simulation experiments to investigate
the effect of the change of the bacterial load, the model input, on
the gene expression. We used the simulation output for robustness
analysis to identify the source, in both the signaling and gene
network, for the change in gene expression. Bacterial loads vary in
mastitis due to milking. The model input, expressed in the function
ikkm (Fig. 13), represent IKK proﬁles and simulate external
perturbations e.g., bacterial loads. If IKK is knocked out no immune
response will be evoked and the bacterial infection will continue to
increase.

Fig. 13. IKK input proﬁles. A set of input proﬁles was generated varying the time of
the rising, ﬁrst plateau and falling phase (a–c) and the concentration in the ﬁrst and
second plateau (x and y with x > y).

Rather than knocking out IKK it is therefore more informative to
vary the IKK proﬁles (Fig. 13). Previously, simulations with varying
IKK time proﬁles through variation in the ikkm function had
identiﬁed 36 distinct nuclear NFkB time proﬁles (Werner et al.,
2005). Nuclear NFkB is believed to be responsible for the cytokine
expression level (Hayden et al., 2006) however, our sensitivity
analysis showed that variation of NFkB does not inﬂuence the
cytokines uniformly and is unique for each cytokine (Section 3.3).
We therefore investigated the effect of the distinct nuclear NFkB
time proﬁles on the cytokine expression levels with robustness
analysis. Our simulation ran for 360 min. Increasing the range of
values for the times (a–c in Fig. 13) or concentration levels (x and y
in Fig. 13) creating more than 2500 different input proﬁles did not
increase the coverage of the input space or the number of different
nuclear NFkB time proﬁles. Thus we chose one time proﬁle from
each cluster (Table 2) to simulate distinctly different external
perturbations. We then clustered the cytokine proﬁles, using kmeans clustering in MATLAB (Figs. 14 and 15).
The in silico simulations identiﬁed different correlations
between the nuclear NFkB proﬁles and the cytokine IL8 and
RANTES and TNFa expression levels. In addition, the highest
correlation between the cytokine concentration at 360 min and the

Table 2
IKK input proﬁles generating 36 different nuclear NFkB time proﬁles (a = rising phase, b = ﬁrst plateau, c = falling phase, x = concentration ﬁrst plateau, y = concentration
second plateau in Fig. 13).

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

a (min)

b (min)

c (min)

x (mM)

y (mM)

60
60
0
60
0
120
120
0
0
60
0
60
60
60
0
0
60
120

5
5
5
120
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
30
5
5
5
5

120
5
60
5
240
5
5
5
5
120
240
120
60
60
5
5
5
60

0.34
0.34
0.12
0.34
0.34
0.34
1.01
0.12
1.01
1.01
0.04
1.01
0.12
1.01
0.34
0.04
0.34
1.01

0.01
0.01
0.04
0.01
0.01
0.34
1.01
0.12
1.01
0.34
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.34
0.34
0.04
0.34
0.34

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

a (min)

b (min)

c (min)

x (mM)

y (mM)

60
0
60
120
0
60
0
60
60
60
60
120
120
60
0
60
120
0

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
30
5
5
5
15
5
60
5
5
5
60

5
120
5
60
60
5
60
60
5
5
5
5
5
60
60
120
5
120

0.34
0.12
1.01
0.34
0.12
1.01
0.34
1.01
1.01
1.01
0.12
0.34
0.12
1.01
0.34
0.34
0.12
0.34

0.12
0.04
0.34
0.12
0.01
1.01
0.01
0.01
0.12
0.01
0.12
0.12
0.01
0.01
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.01
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Fig. 14. Robustness in the gene network simulations with simulations clustered for nuclear IkBaNFkB (A–C) and IkBa mRNA (E). (A) RANTES mRNA and (B) IL8 mRNA showed
the highest correlation (r = 0.96 and 0.97, p < 0.05) with nuclear IkBaNFkB in the gene network. (D) TNFa mRNA showed the highest correlation with (E) IkBa mRNA (r = 0.99,
p < 0.05).

model species was not with nuclear or cytoplasmic NFkB for any of
the cytokines but with other species in the signaling pathway.
3.5.1. Robustness in gene network regulation
In the gene network, RANTES and IL8 showed the highest
correlation with nuclear IkBaNFkB (r = 0.96 and 0.97, p < 0.05),
while TNFa showed the highest correlation with IkBa mRNA
(r = 0.99, p < 0.05). The correlation with nuclear NFkB was
distinctly lower (r = 0.80 and 0.82, p < 0.05, Table 3).
Clustering the cytokine proﬁles and plotting the result together
with the nuclear IkBaNFkB (Fig. 14) shows a distinct difference
between RANTES and IL8 and TNFa. While TNFa will return to a
stable state, RANTES and IL8 will either continue to increase, for
those clusters with a value higher than the original model, or
decrease if the value is lower or equal than the model value and
therefore depending on the cluster.
3.5.2. Robustness in signaling pathway
In the signaling pathway IkBe showed the highest correlation
with RANTES and IL8 (r = 0.95 and 0.97, p < 0.05), while IkBa showed
the highest correlation with TNFa (r = 0.99, p < 0.05) (Fig. 15).
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The correlation with cytoplasmic NFkB was distinctly lower
(r = 0.88 and 0.91, p < 0.05, Table 4).
The results indicates the need for a combined signaling and
gene network regulation model because the underlying correlation
with the IkBe and IkBa variables would not have been identiﬁed
with a gene network regulation model alone.
No relationship between the time of the IL8 mRNA expression
peak and nuclear NFkB or any other components could be found. In
milk samples, a higher bacterial load increased the IL8 concentration and the time of the peak was earlier than with the lower
bacterial load (Vangroenweghe et al., 2004).
Because we looked at the integrated model of the signaling
pathway and gene network regulation we can also speculate on
additional mechanisms. With our sensitivity analysis of gene
network regulation for the cytokines we compared the relative
sensitivity of synthesis and degradation parameter changes (Fig. 4E
and F) with the change in concentration values for TNFa mRNA
expression (Fig. 5E and F). The sensitivity for parameter values
increased, the concentration returned to the model levels,
especially for variation in synthesis parameters at 360 min. It
can be speculated that the robustness for variation in the synthesis
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Fig. 15. Robustness in the signaling pathway simulations with simulations clustered for nuclear IkBe (A–C) and IkBa (E). (A) RANTES mRNA and (B) IL8 mRNA showed the
highest correlation (r = 0.95 and 0.97, p < 0.05) with IkBe (C) in the signaling pathway. (D) TNFa mRNA showed the highest correlation with (E) IkBa (r = 0.99, p < 0.05).
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Table 3
The highest correlation (p < 0.05) between the change cytokine concentration and
gene network regulation (IkBat, IkBaNFkBn) components at 360 min. The
correlation is calculated for the results of the 36 input variations simulating
different NFkB proﬁles.

IkBaNFkBn
IkBa mRNA
NFkBn

RANTES

IL8

TNFa

0.96
0.94
0.80

0.97
0.96
0.82

0.97
0.99
0.89

Table 4
The highest correlation (p < 0.05) between the change cytokine concentration and
the signaling (IkBa, IkBe) components at 360 min. The correlation is calculated for
the results of the 36 input variations simulating different NFkB proﬁles.

IkBa
IkBe
NFkB

RANTES

IL8

TNFa

0.95
0.95
0.88

0.96
0.97
0.91

0.99
0.99
0.97

and degradation rates for TNFa mRNA in the mammary epithelial
cells inﬂuences the robustness to variation in bacterial load at
360 min. It is thus possible that the robustness for synthesis and/or
degradation parameter changes, rather that the robustness for
change in NFkB regulation is the cause for robustness at 360 min
observed in biological experiments. Changes in cytokine degradation rates as a result of disease have been seen earlier in other cells
(Li and Bever, 2001) but need to be veriﬁed with biological
experiments.
4. Methods
The experimental data used in this manuscript is described in
the Supplementary information Section S1. In short, primary
bovine mammary epithelial cells were taken from three cows and
grown in culture. The cells were challenged with LPS simulating E.
coli mammary infection. Gene expression, using Affymetrix bovine
microarray time series, was measured and used for the model
parameter estimation.
4.1. Mathematical modeling
The cytokine mRNA expression has been modeled in a modular
way based on mass action kinetics using ODE. We based the
signaling pathway model on a previously published model for TLR–
IKK–NFkB signaling (Hoffmann et al., 2002; Werner et al., 2005).
We implemented the ODE representing the mass balances of 24
components in the TLR–IKK–NFkB signaling in SBToolbox
(Schmidt et al., 2006) in MATLAB (R2007a). The toolbox uses
the MATLAB numerical differential equation solver, ode15s, to
solve the equations. The RANTES, IL8 and TNFa mRNA expression
levels are represented by 3 additional ODEs. The integrated model
consists of 27 ODEs and 89 reaction rates. Initial values were
calculated by running the model with a basal input level (0.1 mM)
until no more changes in concentration could be detected. The
MATLAB code is available upon request.
4.2. Parameter estimation
In order to verify the feasibility of the estimation of parameters
for the differential equations with the measured data in our
experiment, identiﬁability analysis is performed in SBtoolbox
(Schmidt et al., 2006) with the method explained by Jacquez and
Greif (1985). Parameter estimation and simulations for this model
were performed using SBToolbox (Schmidt et al., 2006) in MATLAB
(R2007a). Data processing of the experimental data prior to

parameter estimation is described in the Supplement (Section S2).
In this paper a fast scatter search method is used (Egea et al., 2007;
Rodriguez-Fernandez et al., 2006a). Fast scatter search is a
combination of local and global optimization techniques, which
aims to ﬁnd the unknown parameters of the model that give the
best goodness of ﬁt to the experimental data.
We estimated the parameters and initial values to ﬁt the
converted mRNA expression levels of RANTES, IL8 and TNFa.
Parameter estimations for models that include delay functions are
slow and therefore we took the following steps: (i) the parameters
for each cytokine were estimated in individual estimation runs,
since identiﬁability indicates that the parameters between the
cytokines were not correlated (see Supplement Section S2); (ii) the
model was run with the estimated parameters for the individual
cytokine and the model simulation results were compared with
the experimental values for all three cytokines; (iii) iteratively the
parameters were then estimated with the simulated values of the
model that incorporated the estimated parameter values until no
further optimization of the parameter values could be achieved
with the fast scatter search (Rodriguez-Fernandez et al., 2006a,b);
(iv) a ﬁnal estimation round combining the parameters of the three
ODEs was then performed with the fast scatter search algorithm as
described in the methods until the value to satisfy the cost function
was reached; and (v) the parameters were ﬁned-tuned using
manual tuning (Table 1, Section 3.1).
The parameter space is further explored in the sensitivity
analysis as described in Section 3.3.
4.3. Sensitivity analysis
In local sensitivity analysis one parameter is changed at a time
while the other parameter values are kept to their nominal values.
The derivative vector, sij(t), is calculated with Eqs. (10) and (11) to
obtain a set of values for the ﬁnite parameter or initial value
changes d, which allows us to compare the sensitive regions of the
output of interest X for each parameter or initial value. The output
of interest X can be any observable such as the concentration at
time t of component X ([X]) or a combination of the concentrations
of several components ([X1], [X2], . . . .[Xn]) at time t. dX stands for
the incremental change in X due to the incremental change in the
parameter u or initial value x(0).
sij ðtÞ ¼

dðX i ðtÞÞ=X i ðtÞ
dðuj Þ=uj

(10)

sij ðtÞ ¼

dðX i ðtÞÞ=X i ðtÞ
dðxj ð0ÞÞ=xj ð0Þ

(11)

4.3.1. Time dependent sensitivity
The local normalized sensitivity of sij(t) is calculated for each
time step t of the change in the ith component Xi(t) with respect to
the change in the jth parameter u j or initial value xj(0) (Ihekwaba
et al., 2004). Because of our interest in the ﬁt of the model, the
component X was chosen as the concentration of the cytokine
mRNA at time t in the 360 min simulation period and evaluated for
the synthesis and degradation parameter changes.
An uniform distribution of parameter values was created by
changing the value of each parameter with incremental steps of
10% from the model parameter 40% to the model parameter
+40% and the corresponding change in mRNA cytokine levels
recorded. The value sij(t) will give a sensitivity index for each time
step of the model simulation. However, time independent
sensitivities would allow us to identify parameters with the
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highest inﬂuence on the cytokine mRNA levels for the total
simulation period.
4.3.2. Time independent sensitivity
Integration of the sensitivities sij(t) gives a time-independent
value that allows ranking of the individual sensitivities of each
cytokine as a result of parameter changes Eq. (12). T is the ﬁnal time
point and absolute value of the integrand prevents positive and
negative values cancelling to zero under the integral xj(t) (Chen
et al., 2009). The quantity Sij measures the change in the
concentration of the ith component with respect to the jth
parameter normalized by T and therefore, captures variations in
concentration level between parameter changes over time.
sij ¼

1
T

ZT
dtjsij ðtÞj

(12)

0

4.4. In silico knock out simulations
The in silico IkBa, NFkB, IkBe and IkBb knockout models were
generated from the wild type model by setting the initial value and
the rate of expression of IkBa, NFkB, IkBe and IkBb, respectively to
zero.
4.5. Robustness analysis
In order to represent variation in bacterial load the input proﬁle
(Fig. 13) of the model is varied. Each proﬁle contains a rising phase
(a in Fig. 13), a ﬁrst plateau (b in Fig. 13) and a second plateau
(c in Fig. 13) with varying time levels (x and y in Fig. 13). To create a
large set of diverse input proﬁles a computer program was
developed. During a total simulation time of 360 min the duration
of the rising phase was simulated for 0, 60, 120 and 240 min. The
rise of the ﬁrst plateau (x) was simulated with 0.04, 0.12, 0.34 and
1.01 mM. The duration of the ﬁrst plateau (b) was 0, 5, 15, 30, 60 or
120 min. The falling phase (c) had duration of 0, 60, 120 or 240 min.
The second plateau was equal or lower than the ﬁrst plateau and
varied between 0.01, 0.04, 0.12, 0.34 and 1.01 mM.
The results of the simulations are clustered for nuclear cytokine
concentrations at 360 min using the k-means clustering algorithm
implemented in Statistics Toolbox in MATLAB. Clusters are then
compared with the components in the signaling pathway.
5. Conclusion
We set out to highlight the necessity for an integrated modeling
approach of signaling pathway and gene networks. Gene
expression, as a result of and external stimulus to cells, is
investigated with a model combining the signaling pathway and
gene network regulation. Signaling pathways and gene networks
frequently have interdependent interactions that affect gene
expression. Our integrated modular approach allows for
investigation into a larger class of models without the need for
extensive additional experiments, reducing cost and time.
We illustrated the value of the analysis of an integrated model
with an example of the cytokines RANTES, IL8 and TNFa mRNA
expression regulation as a result of TLR–IKK–NFkB signaling and
gene network regulation in E. coli challenge of mammary epithelial
cells. It is known that TNFa, IL8 and RANTES are induced by the
transcription factor NFkB as a result of TLR–IKK–NFkB signaling.
NFkB has been long been recognized as the ‘master switch’ in
regulating cytokine expression (Hayden et al., 2006).
Analysis of the model conﬁrmed that the cytokine expression is
not robust for variation to the NFkB time proﬁle but the
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mechanisms could not be identiﬁed with the gene network
regulation model alone. However, the model identiﬁed signaling
pathway components with higher sensitivity than NFkB in the
regulation of the cytokine expression. In addition, time averaged
sensitivity analysis of the integrated signaling and gene network
regulation model identiﬁed sensitivity for different parameters
and different times in the TLR–IKK–NFkB signaling cascade for
each individual cytokine. Intuitively one would have expected
variation of nuclear NFkB could explain the variation in each of the
cytokines. Our simulations and analysis have proven otherwise.
The challenges of modeling biological systems lie in the decision
of the appropriate abstraction level to focus on (Szallasi et al., 2006).
In “Therefore all models are wrong . . . some more than others”
Wolkenhauer and Ullah explains that it is a means of reducing
complexity that motivates modeling (Wolkenhauer and Ullah,
2007). Integrating signaling pathway and gene network regulation
increases complexity, however, with our model, we have shown that
the increase is not prohibitive and the analysis identiﬁes emerging
properties underlying the differentiation of gene expression.
The model facilitates the ﬁne-tuning of the individual cytokine
expression levels through the manipulation of the components in
the signaling cascade and the identiﬁcation of the effects on the
other cytokines. These effects and timing need to be taken into
consideration when developing drugs or planning future experiments. As the model analysis has indicated, the optimum
experimental time differs between the cytokines. In addition
drugs targeting these parameters will have a different effect over
time on the cytokines. As the predictions are based on in silico
models, the validity of the results should be experimentally tested,
however, this is beyond the scope of the current work.
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